CALGONE
As recorded by Incubus
(from the 1997 Album "S.C.I.E.N.C.E.")

Transcribed by Adam Urbanczyk
Words by Brandon Boyd
Music by Incubus

Intro
Free Time $\nu = 78$
(A/F) (B/F#)

Moderately Fast Rock $\nu = 140$

Chord names reflect overall tonality
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D Pre-Chorus
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E Chorus
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Gtrs III, IV
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**Bridge**

Moderately Fast Rock $\nu = 140$

```
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Gtr II  ppp    pp    p
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E5  F#5  C5  F#5  E5  F#5  C5  F#5
E5  F#5  C5  F#5  E5  F#5  C5  F#5
```

Gtrs III, IV

```
T
A
B

E5  F#5  C5  F#5  E5  F#5  C5  F#5
E5  F#5  C5  F#5  E5  F#5  C5  F#5
E5  F#5  C5  F#5  E5  F#5  C5  F#5
```
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Chorus

B5 F♯5 A5 B5 F♯5 A5 B5 F♯5 A5 B5 F♯5 D5
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